Configurable RESTful Service Mashup: A Process-Data-Widget Approach
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Abstract: Techniques for the mashup of services have been attracting considerable attention; however, reusable and reconfigurable models for the construction of mashup applications are still lacking. The REST (Representational State Transfer) software architecture has been widely accepted due to its usability and simplicity. This makes REST an appropriate foundation for the development of components for mashup applications. This study proposes a software framework based on the REST architecture, called Process-Data-Widget, to assist designers in building mashup applications. The proposed approach is meant to convert time-consuming, manual mashup-construction tasks into systematic, semi-automatic and configurable tasks. Such an approach would enable designers to design service processes, compose service data, and configure widget-based user interfaces by developing a mashup document. The document could then be input into a mashup engine to produce a corresponding mashup application and a new composite RESTful service.
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1 Introduction

The term mashup [3] refers to a web page or website that combines information and services from multiple sources on the web. Although mashups often lead to innovative composite applications with value added services for users, the notion has yet to gain widespread acceptance due to the difficulties involved in their creation [15], which require familiarity with programming skills (such as HTML, JavaScript, and XML) to link a variety of web APIs and data. Several GUI tools and platforms have recently emerged for the construction of mashups, including Yahoo Pipes [16], IBM Mashup Center [7], and Intel Mashmaker [5]. These tools are meant to simplify programming through the incorporation of graphic models and templates; however, programming tasks cannot be avoided entirely [2].

The mainstream of Web 2.0 website services conforms to REST [6] style (also referred to as RESTful web services.) REST defines a set of architectural principles [6,12] by which one can design web services with a focus on system resources, including how resource states are addressed and transferred using HTTP using a wide range of clients written in different languages. From the viewpoint of software architecture, the REST paradigm represents a light-weight realization of a service-oriented architecture. In contrast, the SOAP/WSDL based Web service architecture is considered a heavy-weight, due to its complex regulations for ensuring security, reliability, and the success of transactions. RESTful services have been widely accepted by the public for the creation of user-centric, non-critical applications due to the usability and simplicity they provide. REST can also be used to provide standard components for mashup construction.

Web service composition is considered an important technology, capable of providing more benefits than any single service [9]. Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) [15], which is used to interconnect multiple partner services based on process-based model and style, has been accepted as the de facto language of service composition both in industry and academia while there is no standards for mashups. Hard-coding mashup applications are difficult to maintain and reuse, even when using mashup tools. As a result, numerous mashup models and methodologies have been
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proposed [14, 4, 2, 10], based on semantic web and rule-based reasoning techniques. However, these efforts have yet to provide a service composition model based explicitly on REST. On the other hand, efforts [3, 11] have been made to either extend WS-BPEL to REST-based service composition, or develop new markup languages; however, these methods tend not to account for all of the aspects necessary for a complete mashup application, such as system processes, data manipulation, and user interfaces. In response, this paper proposes a software framework, called Process-Data-Widget, to assist designers in the development of REST-based mashup applications within a lifecycle of mashup development. A mashup engine based on the Process-Data-Widget framework is also devised to allow users to build and configure mashup applications semi-automatically. The proposed approach is meant to convert the construction of mashups from an implementation-level endeavor into a design-level task. Using this approach, designers could design the service process, compose service data, and configure widgets for UI presentation through the development of a mashup document, which would then be input into a mashup engine to produce the corresponding mashup services. The Process-Data-Widget framework involves two kinds of reuse forms: (1) treating mashup RESTful services as a basic service for the construction of larger-scale composite applications; (2) slightly revising mashup documents in accordance with similar requirements.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The Process-Data-Widget framework is outlined in Section 2. The system architecture and two examples are illustrated in Section 3. Related work is presented in Section 4, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Proposed Approach: Process-Data-Widget Framework

This section describes the framework of the Process-Data-Widget (PAW). The design concepts of the PAW framework and document specifications are introduced in the following sub-sections.

2.1 Design Concepts

Through the observation of current mashup applications and tools, we identified three fundamental themes crucial to the lifecycle of mashup development, including (1) service process design; (2) data composition; and (3) widget presentation design. A conceptual diagram is presented in Fig. 1.

Each of these components is outlined in the following:

1. Service Process Design: The mashup designer should first design the sequence in which the multiple RESTful services will be executed, and decide how to interconnect input/output (I/O) data among these services. This requires two kinds of documents: (a) the RESTful Service Description Document (SDD), to specify the service capability and I/O data for a RESTful service; and (b) the Mashup Document (MD), to specify the control flow and data assignment among multiple services (in the Service Process Mashup section of MD).

2. Data Composition: Determining how to manipulate service data to produce data sets capable of meeting the needs of users is also critical. During the execution of the mashup service, service-related data (sometimes called service results) are generated after invoking each RESTful service. For example, in a travel mashup application, flight data, hotel data, and weather data are produced during service execution. These raw data are unreadable to end users; therefore, we devised a mechanism called Data Composition, to address this issue. An additional component of the MD is Data Mashup, which is meant to define all required data composition rules. The core concept behind data composition was borrowed from the join operator in the domain of databases. Following data composition, manipulated service data (also called service data sets) can be sorted using Merge Scan and Nested Loop, whereupon any number of sorted/unsorted data sets can be prepared for display in Widgets.

3. Widget Presentation Design: The previous two steps focus mainly on service invocation and data manipulation. However, the resulting data sets should also be easy to read and accessible to the end user (cannot be original XML or JSON data). Thus, determining how to infuse user interaction or user interface techniques into the mashup development process must also be dealt with. In the proposed approach, widgets are used to render data. Another component of the MD, called Widget Mashup, selects

Fig. 1: Conceptual diagram
the data sets to be displayed and determines which widgets are required to render the selected data sets.

2.2 Document Specification Design

Based on the afore-mentioned concepts, we devised the two following specifications: the RESTful Service Description Document (SDD) and the Mashup document (MD). The rationale was to maintain readability for both humans and machine; therefore, Microformat was employed as the foundation with which to design these specifications. Because it is based on HTML, Microformat documents can be processed by programs and viewed by human users.

2.2.1 RESTful Service Description Document (SDD)

Service Description Documents (SDD) describe the information required to invoke a RESTful service, including service URIs, applied HTTP methods, and input parameters. SDD includes three levels: services, service, and resources. The services level includes a range of service information described in the service block. The service level deals with a RESTful service and includes two properties: ID and multiple resources. The resources level specifies the properties of a resource, including resource URI, HTTP methods (GET, POST, PUT and DELETE), input parameters, and output specifications. In general, RESTful services use XML or JSON as the formats for service output. For example, the output data of a flight inquiry service might contain a list of flight information, including flight name, departure location, destination, departure time, and arrival time. The information would be transcribed in XML or JSON. Here we make two assumptions: (1) The input data is parameter-style because most RESTful services take name-value pairs as inputs; (2) The data elements must conform to the domain ontology because only in this way can we solve the issue of data interoperability. If the input/output elements and operations of a service are not named according to the domain ontology, a wrapping process is required to transform original names into ontology-compliant names.

In addition, determining how to search for component services is crucial to the development of a mashup application/service. Achieving search functionality requires the application of information retrieval mechanisms, such as indexing, removing stop words, and TF-IDF (term frequency and inverse document frequency), to retrieve service description documents that are strongly related to the mashup developers request. The developer can select services from a list of retrieved services and design the mashup document with which to build a mashup application/service.

2.2.2 Mashup Document (MD)

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the content of the MD can be divided into three parts: (1) Service Process, (2) Data Composition, and (3) Widget Presentation, corresponding respectively to the ServiceProcessMashup, DataMashup and WidgetMashup sections of the MD.

The service process section includes the service execution sequence and data assignment rules for using or adapting the output of a service in order to invoke another service. We define three common patterns for the service execution sequence: the sequence pattern, parallel pattern and selection pattern, as shown in Fig. 2.

To illustrate these three patterns of service process, we consider a travel service, in which four RESTful services are integrated: MRT (Mass Transit Railway), Flight, Hotel, and Weather (Fig. 2). The sequence pattern can combine any number of services executed sequentially. As shown in Fig. 2(A), the four services are invoked one by one. The parallel pattern allows multiple services to be executed simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 2 (B), Hotel, Weather, and MRT services run in parallel. The selection pattern can be used to select one branch from a set of choices. As shown in Fig. 2 (C), whether Taiwan Weather or Foreign Weather is invoked depends on location information.

The ServiceProcessMashup section in MD contains a Process section and multiple ServiceBinding sections including information for binding real RESTful services and for the storage of service data. The Process section defines which services are to be combined as well as which process patterns to be applied. Each ServiceBinding section describes the reference to the RESTful service description, the input parameters, and the name of the service data set produced through the invocation of each participating service. Notably, multiple data sets can be produced because multiple RESTful
services can be invoked during the execution of a Mashup service. In addition, the name of the data set may be referenced in the input element for leveraging a generated data set from one service to invoke another service. An example of the ServiceProcessMashup section in MD is presented in Fig. 3.

In addition to services execution, the service mashup document is also responsible for the integration of service output data. We rely on two observations to design the data composition mechanism. First, the output data of a RESTful service is usually an XML document or a JSON array that contains a number of data items. (The presence of data items is the reason service output data are also called service data sets). Each data item contains a number of data fields (Figure 4 is an example of a service data set). Second, a SQL join clause can combine records from two or more tables in a database. Based on the two observations, we borrow the “join” concept to combine multiple service data sets that are produced by different RESTful services since a service data set is similar to a database table. A variety types of join, including inner join, left join, right join, and cross join, can be chosen.

Determining the ranking of data items in the joined data set is also required to enhance usability, as users hope to obtain the most useful data in the preceding data items. Here we apply two joining strategies: Nested-Loop (NL) and Merge Scan (MS) (also utilized in [4]). In the proposed approach, NL and MS strategies (Fig. 5) are used as ranking mechanisms and do not affect the invocation sequence of services. If the mashup developer chooses the NL style, a PAW Mashup Engine will begin by sorting the data items in the joined data set according to the horizontal data field and re-sort data items according to the vertical data field. If the mashup specifies the MS style, the PAW Mashup Engine will traverse the data items diagonally to ensure that the Top-N data items are not over-emphasized in the vertical data. For example, if we want to manipulate the data set for “hotel”, we can set “hotel name” as the vertical data field and set “date” as the horizontal data field. When applying the NL style, the sorted data items may be (ignoring other data fields for simplicity): \{Hotel\_1, Day\_1\}, \{Hotel\_1, Day\_2\}, \{Hotel\_1, Day\_3\}, \{Hotel\_2, Day\_1\}, \{Hotel\_2, Day\_2\}, \{Hotel\_2, Day\_3\}, \{Hotel\_3, Day\_1\}, \{Hotel\_3, Day\_2\}, \{Hotel\_3, Day\_3\}, and so forth. When applying the MS style, the sorted data items may be \{Hotel\_1, Day\_1\}, \{Hotel\_1, Day\_2\}, \{Hotel\_2, Day\_1\}, \{Hotel\_3, Day\_1\}, \{Hotel\_3, Day\_2\}, \{Hotel\_1, Day\_1\}, \{Hotel\_1, Day\_2\}, \{Hotel\_1, Day\_3\}, and so forth. Using the MS style, the user can obtain information related to more hotels from the preceding data items. Sorting strategies may be selected according to the situation.
Figure 6 is an example of a partial MD illustrating a data mashup. The settings related to involved data sets, join keys, ranking style, and name of the output data set are designed in the MD.

The final step in designing a mashup application involves designing the widgets. Each widget can be treated as a container to be filled with sorted data. An example of a widget is presented in Fig. 7. Thus, two settings must be assigned: the data set to display and the style of the widget. In the proposed method, the data meant for display can be reduced by selecting appropriate data fields (and ignoring the others) or selecting only the preceding N data items. The proposed approach supports a number of widget styles, including Simple Panel, Simple Table, Menubar, Collapsible Panels, and Tabbed Panels. The PAW mashup engine can also provide two external interfaces: one for end users via widgets and the other for client programs via a RESTful service interface. Thus, we devised a “ServiceURL” property to allow designers to assign the preferred URL pattern for further access. Figure 8 presents an example of a partial MD used to generate the widget-based user interface for browsing sorted data sets.

3 Implementation

The system architecture is presented in Fig. 9. As mentioned previously, the PAW mashup engine is responsible for parsing the MD and generating a corresponding mashup application (and mashup RESTful service). Thus, the PAW mashup engine plays the role of a central bus capable of linking all participating RESTful services according to the MD and providing two external interfaces: widgets for embedding HTML and RESTful services to supply service data in XML, for end users and client programs, respectively.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach, we developed two mashup applications. The first application was a travel service combining flight, hotel, and weather services, the user interface of which is presented in Fig. 10. The second application was a news retrieval service connecting the keyword extraction service to the news search service to allow users to browse a news webpage and then click on one of extracted keywords to browse other related pages. The final user interface for the news service is presented in Fig. 11. Both of these applications were generated by the PAW mashup engine, such that the mashup designer merely developed SDDs and MDs without the need to write any programs. The control of service processes, the combination of data, and generation of the GUI were performed automatically by the PAW mashup engine.
4 Related Work

In the following, we introduce a number of important studies related to RESTful service delivery and the construction of Mashup applications.

Sheth et al. [14] proposed a method of connecting services by SA-REST to enable services to obtain necessary data from other services. This approach makes use of semantic annotation and XSLT data adaptation to achieve service mashup. Kopecky et al. [8] defined a model of RESTful Web services to create the hRESTS microformat, a machine-readable document format for existing Web APIs. The proposed hRESTS microformat describes the main aspects of services, such as operations, inputs, and outputs. Battle and Benson [1] proposed a framework to align the publication of semantic data with existing web architectures, based on their distributed query architecture called Semantic Query Decomposer (SQD) and a java tool called Semantic Bridge for web services. This framework combines REST-based design and RDF data access, and supports the search of internal services through SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) and external services for external users. Braga et al. [4] proposed a service mashup language for the graphical composition and automatic execution of queries over online data-sharing services. This approach includes a variety of techniques, such as parallelism and pipelining methods to control the execution sequence as well as merge-scan and nested-loop methods to join different service data, and a chunking mechanism to return the results in chunks. Zhang et al. [17] proposed a two-layer mashup service model for a university website integrating weather forecast sites, news sites, and course-related information. To improve efficiency and usability, this method can query and update data based on the caching mechanism and deliver information through the social network. Peng et al. [13] presented a framework called REST2SOAP to wrap SOAP services into RESTful services semi-automatically. REST2SOAP allows developers to create a mashup service by developing a BPEL document. REST2SOAP is also a heavy-weight solution utilizing many WS-* specifications.

Most of above studies utilized REST as a foundation from which to establish methodologies for the construction of mashups and service delivery. However, these methods do not provide a compositional model based explicitly on
REST to connect services, manipulate service data, and supply a user-oriented view, as we have done in this paper.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes a software framework called Process-Data-Widget (PAW), to function as a composition model for the construction of mashup applications. This framework enables developers to design the service process, compose service data, and configure widgets for presentation on a UI simply by constructing a mashup document (MD). The PAW mashup engine also parses the MD and generates a corresponding mashup application and associated RESTful services.

In the future, we will continue the development of a GUI-based designer tool working atop the PAW framework to further ease the development of mashup services. Our second goal is the integration of data mining technology with the power of social networks to recommend appropriate services for the design of mashup applications.
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